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StarTech.com 100cm Serial Attached SCSI SAS
Cable - SFF-8470 to SFF-8470

The SAS7070S100 1-meter Serial-Attached-SCSI (SAS) Cable features two Infiniband 4x plugs with thumbscrews,
providing reliable, high-performance drive and backplane connectivity.  The SFF-8470 to SFF-8470 is backed by a
lifetime warranty, ensuring optimized functionality and durability.  StarTech.com’s SAS7070S100 1m SAS cable is
equivalent to Dell part numbers 3107082 & R8200 and HP part number 389665-B21. A replacement cable that is
dependable, reliable, and cost effective. Suitable replacement cable for connecting to SAS backplanes and SAS hard
drives, or SAN storage area network. Backed by StarTech.com lifetime warranty. Connect SAS Backplanes to SATA
Drives

Warranty Lifetime

Barcode 065030826457

Cable length 1m

Cable Colour Black

Dimensions Weight 0.2kg

Specification

General

The SAS7070S100 1-meter Serial-Attached-SCSI (SAS) Cable features two Infiniband 4x plugs with thumbscrews,
providing reliable, high-performance drive and backplane connectivity.  The SFF-8470 to SFF-8470 is backed by a
lifetime warranty, ensuring optimized functionality and durability.  StarTech.com’s SAS7070S100 1m SAS cable is
equivalent to Dell part numbers 3107082 & R8200 and HP part number 389665-B21. A replacement cable that is
dependable, reliable, and cost effective. Suitable replacement cable for connecting to SAS backplanes and SAS hard
drives, or SAN storage area network. Backed by StarTech.com lifetime warranty. Connect SAS Backplanes to SATA
Drives
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Warranty Lifetime

Barcode 065030826457

Attributes

Cable length 1m

Physical

Cable Colour Black

Dimensions Weight 0.2kg
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About Memory Express

Although we started out selling just Memory the best part of fifteen years ago, we have diversified organically over the years at
the request of our customers. We specialise in Networking, Storage and Disaster Recovery and have the knowledge, experience and
strategic partnerships to provide you with the service and value you demand - quality products, reasonably priced and delivered on
time.

Memory Express can offer you a full range of installation and configuration services for hardware and software as well as
detailed, accurate advice on all aspects of your IT projects. You’ll be glad to know that we don’t have a room full of school
leavers trying to sell products they don’t understand - all our staff are seasoned IT specialists and have an average length of
service of over ten years. We won’t just push you towards the solution we feel like selling; we’ll help you to find the one you
need.

Meanwhile, online, we offer one of the largest product ranges of any UK IT supplier. Showing near live stock, in depth product
information and keen pricing, we’re sure you’ll find what you need. We also have matched memory upgrades for over 50,000 models of
computer, server, printer, phone and camera, guaranteeing you the right memory, first time. All this is backed up by the same
great service you’d expect when dealing with us over the phone. For our regular business customers, we provide T3, our corporate
purchasing portal which provides a truly corporate focused buying experience.

We’re conveniently located in Park Royal, London’s Technology Business Park, allowing us to reach all areas of the UK quickly and
efficiently. Many of our City based corporate clients benefit from same day delivery and we can offer next day delivery to
established customers throughout the British Isles. Online delivery tracking and status information means that you need not worry
about the whereabouts of your order.

We’re proud to have built up a wide variety of partnerships with quality vendors and many of our staff hold certifications from
top tier manufacturers including Microsoft, Acronis, Symantec and VMWare.

Our clients  vary in size from SMEs to many of the UK’s largest corporates, government departments, schools and universities, and
we’re pleased to say that most have been our customers for many, many years - we believe in long term business relationships, not
turning a quick profit. Why not contact us now to see how we can help you get the quality of service they already enjoy?


